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Description
Coronary artery bypass graft surgery is a method to treat coronary
artery disease. Coronary artery disease is the narrowing of the
coronary arteries – the blood vessels that promotes oxygen and
nutrients to the heart that caused by a fatty material built within the
walls of the arteries. One way to treat the blocked arteries is to
bypass the blocked portion of the coronary artery with a piece of a
healthy blood vessel from another portion in our body. Blood vessels,
used for the bypass method may be a piece of a vein from your leg or
an artery in your chest. Your doctor attaches one end of the graft
above the blockage and the other end below the blockage. Blood
bypasses the blockage by going through the new graft to reach the
heart muscle. This is called coronary artery bypass surgery.
As, to step-in the impeded coronary course, your PCP makes a
huge cut in the chest and briefly stops the heart. To open chest, your
physician cuts the breastbone (sternum) in half longwise and spreads
it separately. When the heart is open, your physician embeds
tube into the heart so the blood can be siphoned through the body
by a heart-lung side-step machine. The detour machine is
important to siphon blood while the heart is halted.
While the conventional "open heart" methodology is still normally
done and frequently takes much time, less intrusive procedures have
been created for obstructed coronary courses. "Off-siphon" methods,
in which the heart doesn't need to be halted, were created in the
1990's. Other insignificantly intrusive methodology, like
keyhole medical procedure (done through tiny entry points) and
automated strategies (finished with the guide of a moving
mechanical gadget), might be utilized.
If you are on the heart-lung bypass machine, your doctor will
restart your heart. After your bypass grafts have been sewn in place
with strong stitches (sutures), your doctor will take the clamp off of
your aorta. This will allow blood to flow to your heart, and the heart
will typically start to beat again.
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When your heart starts to beat again, you will be taken off the
heart-lung bypass machine. Your surgeon may then apply a small
electric shock, or your anesthesiologist may suggest another
medicine to help your heart muscle to regain its natural state.
Prior to closing up your sternum, your surgeon will place several
small tubes inside your chest cavity, with one end, exiting your body
through an incision in your upper abdomen. These tubes allow drainoff any other extra fluids from your chest. Your surgeon will then close
your rib cage and use metal wires to bring two halves of your sternum
back together.
Finally, your surgeon will sew the soft tissues and muscles in your
chest together with extra-strong stitches or sutures. Surgery without
complications usually takes 3 to 6 hours, depending on how many
coronary arteries are bypassed.

Conclusion
After surgery, most people feel better and might remains free for
as long as 10 to 15 years. Over time, however, it's possible that other
arteries or even the new graft used in the bypass will become
clogged, requiring another bypass or angioplasty.
Your outcome will depend on taking your medications to prevent
blood clots, lower blood pressure, lower cholesterol and help control
diabetes. It's also important to follow healthy-lifestyle
recommendations, like: Stop smoking, Follow a healthy-eating plan
such as the DASH diet, Achieve and maintain a healthy weight,
Exercise regularly, Manage stress.
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